
And to create even more options and flexibility, Allworx is now introducing Allworx® Connect™ Vx — a new 
cloud-based platform. Now you can move your voice communications to the cloud quickly, inexpensively and 
at a fraction of the typical upfront cost of a new on-premise phone system – while maintaining full integration 
with our “wow” feature set! The cloud-based Allworx Connect Vx platform offers you many advantages:

 Pay monthly without major capital expense

 Grows seamlessly with your business

 Secure & climate controlled carrier-grade data 
centers with 24/7/365 monitoring

 Redundant computing and storage hardware 
with automatic failover

 Multiple ISP links

 Lifetime warranty

Allworx® Connect™ Vx
Get the cloud communication you need — easy and affordable

Allworx has delivered integrated business voice communications for over 20 years. 
Our “work anywhere with Allworx” products streamline the features your business 
needs most — mobility, desktop integration, sophisticated call centers, full analytics, 
security — into one completely integrated package.
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Allworx Connect Vx – an over-the-top dedicated software application
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Trade in now and move to the cloud
Enjoy the advantages of our cloud-based platform while maintaining the same amazing feature set you 
love today … trade in your existing Allworx server and get a great deal on Allworx® Connect™ Vx!

• Mobility integration with Allworx Reach™ and Allworx Interact™ 
Softphone means you can work anywhere with Allworx, 
seamlessly moving your mobile calls from one network to 
another.

• Easily tie multiple sites together when your business grows.

• Set up your Call Center with the sophisticated Allworx 
Automatic Call Distribution solution.

• Allworx Connect Vx provides multiple secure data centers with 
configuration and power redundancy.

Your Allworx Authorized Partner can explain the simple 
process and the pricing options available for an easy upgrade.

Contact your Allworx Partner today to learn how you can maximize your communications services  
while minimizing your upfront costs. 

“Admin is just as  
easy as it was when 
the servers were  
on-premise.”

— Girl Scouts of Central Illinois

Contact Allworx Inside Sales to find the Allworx Authorized Partner nearest you:

1-866-ALLWORX

Existing Allworx customers 
can move to the cloud with no 
change to their work processes, 
no interruption to their business, 
and no change to users. It’s  
easy and convenient!

Allworx simplifies VoIP and the cloud with total integration

We design the software AND the phones for the 
best user experience:

• Software and hardware are completely 
integrated for a consistent powerhouse feature 
set

• Cloud-based and premise-based systems are 
completely integrated so each one of your sites 
can use the best option for their region, whether 
it’s rural or urban


